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Common Sense

“Survivors of domestic violence should never have to pay the
debts of their abuser. This legislation would provide financial
independence to those survivors who previously consolidated
their student loan debt with their partner. I am proud to join
Senators Warner and Cornyn in reintroducing this legislation,
and I urge my Senate colleagues to support this bill to deliver
relief to these individuals.”  
~Senator Marco Rubio, co-sponsor S1098, JCLSA
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SCAN ME

The sad truth is that despite the Herculean effort to pass the
JCLSA successfully to statute, the egregious conditions of
the last 17 years of regulatory vacuum persist under the new
law, because Congress starved the law’s implementation by
flatlining ED’s budget in January 2023.   For ED, Presidential
reforms have taken priority.

The broader FFEL consolidation community has the right to consolidate to Direct loans and, therefore, has financial freedoms
and entitlements from which FFEL JCL borrowers are barred, like access to Trump’s and Biden’s Pandemic Payment Pause
from March 2020 to September 2023.  Nearly 80% of JCLs fall under the Federal Family Education Loans (FFEL) program.

Continued servicing of JCL loans endangers abuse victims to continued illegal physical threat and economic abuse, running
contrary to the Violence Against Women Act Reauthorization of 2022 (VAWA2022).  In a majority of cases across our group, the
victim has been left footing the bill of their former abuser. 

 460 + days after law emplacement, the loans continue to hold
financial liberties captive and prevent any real reprieves,  
forcing debtors into continued legal, financial and physical peril
and compromise.  Abuse victims remain shackled to their
abusers and former spouses.

 www.douspart.org
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Statistics are results of our Who We Are & Our Numbers Surveys. 
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A generation of borrowers
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JCL

ED says.

We cannot deliver JCLSA
until the end of 2024, at
earliest.  Congress flatlined
our funding in 2023. 

The average interest accrued by JCL borrowers during the Pandemic Payment
Pause ($385/mo.).  Average monthly payments are less than interest accumulated.

The average amount of interest  accrued by an FFEL JCL borrower while waiting
for ED to implement PL117-200, IF Ed delivers separation in October 2024.

Real Costs

Many borrowers remain liable for their abusive or uncommunicative spouse’s
portion of consolidated debt without loan separation under PL117-200.

ED has provisioned interest accruing Administrative Forbearance (AF) until they
can implement, but most borrowers are being denied access by servicers. Many
borrowers have been trying for months to access AF while waiting for ED.

Borrowers continue to pay interest on loans from which they have the legal right to be free.  
Some continue to endure ‘economic abuse’ through continued servicing despite the law.


